
New Opportunities Business for Sale Northland

Location:Northland
Asking: 1,650,000
Type: Transport/Automotive

Contact:
Jeff Bracegirdle
021 546 569

nzbizbuysell.co.nz/108457

RE/MAX Partners
Licensed REAA 2008

NORTHLAND RETURN ON INVESTMENT BETWEEN 40%-
50% p.a
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY UNLIKE ANYTHING SIMILAR CURRENTLY ON THE MARKET.

Long established business (20 + years) - a turnover of in excess of $7 million p.a. ; historical annual
sales growth in excess of $1 million per annum ; demonstrating a financially successful, five day a
week, business looking to continue to grow and to dominate its marketplace.

Would suit a person with superior managerial and marketing skills and sufficient business experience to
run and operate a multi-million-dollar business which is already in growth phase providing the new
owner with a lifetime opportunity and pathway to achieve their financial dreams with a relatively low
risk investment!

The business services a diverse range of customers, including the agriculture sector, providing a wide
range of motorised products and on-going servicing thereof and has a team of excellent staff including
a number of mechanical and technical staff who sell and service a range of new and second-hand
dealership brands.

The reality is, businesses like this rarely come onto the market. Equally, it is just as rare to find
someone with that required youthful enthusiasm and passion capable of recognising such a life
changing opportunity and being able to capitalise upon same in a timely fashion. Is that person
possibly you?

Genuine reasons for selling. Once in a lifetime opportunity to make your dreams come true!

Disclaimer: - Please note for confidentiality purposes, this business has been listed under the RE/MAX
PARTNERS office address. Further details on this business location will be provided on application. The
content of this advertisement must be read in the context of, and in conjunction with, the Information
Memorandum in order to avoid any possible misinterpretation or misunderstanding caused by
confidentiality considerations, advert space limitations and / or other limiting factors or generalizations
including use of generic images.

E-mail: - biz@business4me.co.nz or call 021-546-569 (but do it now!)

Enquire online at: nzbizbuysell.co.nz/108457

https://www.nzbizbuysell.co.nz/businesses-for-sale/location/Northland
https://www.nzbizbuysell.co.nz/businesses-for-sale/Transport--Automotive/New-Zealand
https://www.nzbizbuysell.co.nz/108457/new-opportunities-business-for-sale-northland
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